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Editor’s Letter
I had a vision of giving Female Entrepreneurs
a strong and confident voice. What better
way to manifest that vision by creating a
vibrant and exclusive Magazine featuring
thriving Female Entrepreneurs around the
world.
The Spotlight Entrepreneur Magazine serves
as a platform for Female Entrepreneurs to
share their story, challenges and expertise
as well as including their lifestyle- family,
food, travel, fashion and relationships.
It serves as a source of “pick me up” for any
women who are wanting to start a business
to those who have already started a business
as well as seasoned entrepreneurs. One
thing for sure, being a female entrepreneur
is full of colours, spices. Ups and downs and
not matter what they not only survived but
also thrived.
I hope you’ll enjoy reading the magazine.
My team and I as well as our fabulous
contributors have put our hearts and souls
and have a lot of fun working on it.
If you have a dream, tell yourself “Yes I Can!”
and so It Is Done!

Dr Izdihar Jamil, Ph.D.
COPYRIGHT OF DIAMOND QUEEN LLC 2021

hello@izdiharjamil.com
www.izdiharjamil.com
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B o ok C l u b S p ot l i g h t
This month our Editorial team has hand-picked
for must read books for Female Entrepreneurs. The
books are available on Amazon.

Women Who Lead
Discover the timeless
life, career and
business secrets
from female thought
leaders from around
the world including
doable action steps.

The Five Love
Languages

Unlocking Your
Super Life

There’s No Plan B
For Your A-Game

Dr Gary Chapman
breaks down the five
most important love
languages for any
couples who wants a
lasting relationship.

Create your optimal
health using the
practical health and
wellness guidelines
that you can use to

Former NFL Quarterback
player Bo Eason shares
the principles to be the
best at what you do.

reset your health

Recipe

5
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Cream Cheese Blueberry
Bake by Sara Ruda
Ingredients
1 2/3 Cups Graham Cracker
Crumbs
¼ cup Melted Butter or Oleo
3 eggs, Beaten
1 can blueberry pie filling
1 cup sugar
1 8 ounce package of cream
cheese
1 ½ tsp. vanilla

Dump And Go
Chicken Soup
by Dr Izdihar Jamil
Ingredients
3 x boneless chicken legs and
thighs cut into chucks
2 x carrots
2 x potatoes
4 x celery sticks
1 x punnet broccoli
2 x roma tomatoes
1 x medium onions
4 x cloves of garlic
1 inch fresh ginger cut into slices
Method
1. Put all the ingredients,
except for tomatoes and
broccoli in a pot.
2. Add water that fills ¾ of
the pot
3. Boil the the ingredients
on low-medium heat for 1
hour, stirring occasionally.
4. Then add the tomatoes
and broccoli for 2 minutes
5. Add salt and pepper to
taste
6. Turn off the heat and
enjoy on its own or with a
bowl of white rice.
7. You can change the vegetables based on what you
have in the fridge

Directions
Combine and mix the graham
cracker crumbs, ¼ cup of sugar
and the melted butter or oleo
together. Press in into a 9x13 inch
baking pan. Soften the cream
cheese and beat until smooth.
Then add the well-beaten eggs,
¾ cup of sugar and the vanilla.
Cream these ingredients together well. Pour this mixture over
the crumb crust and Bake at 375
degrees F for 15-20 minutes. Once
Baking is done, spoon the blueberry filling evenly over the top
and place in refrigerator to set.
Once dessert is cooled it is ready
to eat! Enjoy!
This recipe can be used with other
fruit options and is great for the
holidays!! It is always a fan favorite!!

Butternut Squash Soup
by Vandee Flake
Ingredients
1 large butternut squash
1 quart chicken broth (or vegetable broth for vegan)
1 can coconut cream
1 tbs ground sage
Salt to taste
Directions
Preheat the oven 350 degrees.
Take a fork and stab the butternut
squash 3-4 times (similar to making a baked potato). Place on foil
on a cookie sheet and bake for
25-30 minutes until it feels soft.
Let it cool. Once it is cool, cut in
half and scoop out the seeds.
In a large saucepan - scoop out
the butternut squash and add
chicken broth, use an immersion
blender to blend up the soup until
smooth. You can also add to a
regular blender then add back
into the pan.
Heat to boiling, add sage, salt
and 1 can coconut cream. Serve
warm.
Depending on the size of the
butternut squash you can adjust
the recipe.
This recipe is very flexible and easy
to adjust. I like pre cooking winter
squash in this method because it is
easier than cutting it in half while it
is hard. I have used the same recipe
with broccoli, zucchini and cauliflower
to make different versions of the soup.
I have also used oatmilk, almond milk
or cream with great results. Have fun!
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ENTREPRENEUR Razia Naqvi-Jukes
AUTHORITY
https://razia.photography
SPOTLIGHT
Helping camera-shy female

entrepreneurs create a POWERFUL
personal brand with INFLUENCE, IMPACT
and EXPOSURE through storytelling
photographs that connect.

1. Personal branding photoshoots
2. Virtual Photoshoots
3. Personal branding films
Razia Naqvi-Jukes is a personal Brand photographer,
film maker and consultant. She lives in London, UK
with her husband and three children.
She loves helping women define their brand and
give it a voice. Her methods have helped elevate her
brand and the brand of others. She has worked with
famous influencers and entrepreneurs and her work
has been published in various top magazines, blogs
and newspapers. She is the bestselling author of ‘She
made It Happen’ and ‘It is Done’. Razia featured on
TedEd: The Impact Of Your Images On Social Media.
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3 Secrets That Hide
In Your Financial
Statements
by Andie Monet

www.AndieMonet.com

Andie Monet is a Strategic
Optimization Expert. She
is passionate about giving
women tools, resources,
and training to grow their
business into a thriving,
profitable enterprise.
Financial Statements are often used to see Profits, Revenue, and eventually taxes. I’m
here to say that there’s so much
more. They can provide hundreds of deep insights about
your business, such as if you
have a “cash” problem or a “revenue” problem, why you have
revenue but no profits, and
more. Nevertheless, here are
just 3 to get you started:
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Secret #1
Long-Term Health
Look at your revenue. Is your
revenue increasing over time
and at what rate? You should
be growing at a minimum of
3% per year. If you are not, you
will eventually find that you are
also seeing lower and lower
profits (or less and less sleep).

Secret #2
Identify Inefficiencies
Compare your total expenses to
the total revenue (for any 2 periods of time that you’d like, but
usually month to month or year
to year). Take the Total Expenses number and divide by Total
Revenue, which will give you a
percentage. Then do it again for
another period. If the percentage is over 100% consistently
or is increasing over time, then
oftentimes your business is not
operating efficiently.

Secret #3
Short Term Cash
Forecasting
Get your “Balance Sheet”. Take
your Total Current Assets (usually your bank balance plus accounts receivable) and divide by
your Total Current Liabilities (typically accounts payable and credit card balances). If the result is
less than 1.0, then you may have
some challenges in the shortterm to pay bills on time. If so,
it’s a good idea to do a bit more
research and/or possibly ask for
some payment extensions.

Takeaway:
There are hundreds of strategic
making decisions that be determined from financial statements. Understanding them is
how and why businesses survive and thrive.

Challenge:
I find that many business owners can feel scared, and even
embarrassed that they don’t
know how to use their financial
statements. But I challenge you
to be brave. Success always
starts with one decision.
Once you learn the secrets in
your financials, you’ll move from
an “I think…” business owner to
an empowered, confident decision maker whose profits will
explode.

“Success starts with
a decision. Make
your decisions each
and every day”
‘Andie’ Monet
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Systems aren’t sexy,
but the results they
bring ARE!
by Emily Allen
What makes a business great
isn’t always the most obvious.
It’s often what you don’t see
that is the real reason for the
success -- or failure. The operational systems and processes
can be the differentiating factor that influences its growth,
but it’s often overlooked and
neglected.

5-figure funnels
6-figure launches
7-figure business
It all sounds SO steamy… and
sexy… and YES, I WANT THIS!
But, when someone comes in
and starts talking about...
Streamlining your operations
Structuring your business And
having the right systems

You’re like “eh, I don’t have
time for that” OR “I’m just going
to invest in that $25K mastermind to scale my business”.
Don’t get me wrong, numbers are sexy for sure but if you
REALLY want to grow your business and be the CEO instead of
an employee of your business,
you need to focus on creating
the right systems too.
Marketing, sales, and strategy
are going to help you increase
your revenue but the right systems? They’re going to help you
have the time to enjoy your
success!

Keeping everything in your
head and doing everything
yourself is not a system and
before you know it, you end
up in a place where you don’t
know who you are anymore.
You don’t know who you need
to hire, or what to do next.
When you don’t have that clarity, it causes stress, anxiety, and
frustration.
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Three steps to jump-start
your clarity:
Step 1:
Start with a list. Choose an area
of your business that could run
more efficiently or you want to
scale. Then, jot down everything
that goes into it.

Step 2:
Decide which are high or low priority. Do the same for urgency.

Step 3:
Review the priorities to see
which you should work on first,
second, last, and not at all.

Keeping
everything in your
head and doing
everything yourself
is not a system
While not always the sexiest
to talk about, strong operational processes are essential.
You think about how you can
grow, how to get more leads,
and how to convert, but sometimes the problem isn’t getting
(or converting) those leads. It’s
with your operations.
The good news is that you
can do it. Trust this process.
You just might get a really clear
vision of your business and 10x
the speed of your success.

Emily is an Operational Strategy Consultant who
focuses on helping creative CEOs, big-hearted business
owners, and growing entrepreneurs optimize their
operations and experience growth while getting back
control of their most important asset; their time.

https://emilyalle.co
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3 Tips To Attract
Healthy Love
by Emmy Hernandez
www.Dualityofathena.com

Is it just your imagination
or is dating a nightmare nowadays?! I get it. I was single and
right in your same shoes. Here’s
what I did about it to land my
dream man.
TIP #1.
Sign up for dance lessons.
I recommend salsa, bachata,
swing or tango. This will accomplish two things: 1) You will
learn to follow and have fun 2)
Learn to feel sexy in your own
body with no agenda other than
to feel good.
TIPS #2.
Listen to my Soulmate Love
Meditation
TIPS #3.
Go buy a wedding anniversary
card and write your future husband a love letter on that card
in the PRESENT TENSE. Your frequency and excitement of the
now will train your subconscious
to make it possible.
You action to attract healthy
love: Go Download my Free Soulmate Meditation on my website
and listen to it daily

“If you strive for
greatness in all areas
in your life, why
would you settle
in love?” -Emmy
Hernandez
Emmy Hernandez is an international Love & Relationship Coach
and Speaker to C-Suite women
and Couples. Certified NLP Practitioner and Superconscious Recode Master Coach. She graduated with a communications degree
from UC Berkeley.
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15 Practical Tips To A
Strong And Confident
2022
The year 2022 is just a few days away and we
want you to have the best start to 2022! Here
are 15 practical tips to a strong and confident
new year from the female trailblazers from the
Women Who Lead book project.

Grab a copy of the book on Amazon today!

15 practical tips to a strong
and confident new year

1. Practice the art of
delegation
2. Make a decision and
take aligned actions
towards your
dreams
3. Center first, then act
4. Create one “crazy”
solution and say
aloud “Why not?”
5. Start a daily
gratitude practice by
writing 5 things you
are grateful for
6. Be courageous to do
what is right in your
heart
7. Fill in the blanks.
Today I choose to
forgive

8. Take responsibility
for your own
happiness
9. Create a space for a
5 minute meditation
weekly
10. Embrace the change
in your life
11. Just say YES to your
dreams
12. Visualise your BEST
life and write it down
13. Be with people and
environment that
will excite you
14. Love yourself fully,
everyday
15. Make small promises
to yourself and keep
them
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I Am Not Gone
by Deb Rosman
Website: debrosman.com
Even though my body gave out and
I’m no longer around
I Am Not Gone
For you my child who is still so
young, I pray you’ll never feel that
I abandoned you or that you are all
alone
I Am Not Gone

About the Author

I am an Amazon International best-selling author. A seeker
of joy and an up-lifter by nature,
my greatest asset is my ability to
change, and I utilize all of those
components in my coaching.
My passion is public speaking and I am available now that
we are emerging from the pandemic. Currently working on
my new YouTube Channel: DebRosman-JoyfullGriever&Uplifter that celebrates the good in
grieving based on my powerful
little book, The Grieving Heart,
a collection of poetry and prose
about Loss, Hope and Living.
Please visit my channel to like
and subscribe and also check
out my webpage for more information about products and
services available as they are
constantly changing. The only
constant in life is change and I
recognize how beneficial for the
soul that is, join me on the journey to a happier you.

It’s not just your memories of me
that will keep me alive. Although
thinking about how much I love you
and how proud I am of you is good,
there are other forces, factors,
helpers that will be there for you
when you need me
I Am Not Gone
They will constantly come and go
from your life, for there can never
be another me; but be there for you
they will be Coworkers, friends,
relatives and many more providing
you with comfort, advice and care,
so while it is true I’ve left this realm
I am still watching over you and
with my helpers, my agents if you
will, I am still there to guide you
and advise you
I Am Not Gone
When you miss me, just stand
silently and listen to my voice
beating inside you. My voice sings
in the wind and will resound in
others too, my helpers, for
I Am Not Gone

The poem entitled I am not gone is part of a larger work that
has been included in the United States Library of Congress
Copy right TXu002120557 dated 2018-10-15
Permission is granted on September 27, 2021 by Deb
Rosman, author, to Dr. Izdihar Jamil for republication in her
magazine, Female Entrepreneurs Magazine SPOTLIGHT
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3 Steps to Creating a
Life You Love
by Amber Howard
www.amberhowardinc.com

What does it mean to be
happy and successful as a
human being? Why do so many
of us feel that regardless of
how hard we work, we only
experience fleeting moments of
happiness and success enjoyed
on the best of occasions rather
than experienced in every
moment of our lives? Is it even
possible to create a life that we
recognize as entirely our own; a
life you absolutely love?

It is never too late to create
a life you love based on your
own measures for success
and happiness.

16
I believe that not only is it
possible to live a live we love
based on our own design, it
ought to be our highest calling.
Here are 3 simple steps to guide
you on your way!
Getting clear about what
you want is the most important
thing you can ever do. I’m not
talking about what others think
you should want or is best
for you. We are talking about
the courage to be completely
authentic with yourself about
what you want. You have a blank
canvas, what will you create?
Like most human beings it’s
likely there is some part of your
sub-conscious mind that does
not believe you are worthy of
living the life of your dreams.
You will never outperform your
beliefs! Do the work to transform
your relationship to your self
and your limiting beliefs! Get a
coach, do a course, read some
personal developments books.
Create a new image of yourself
and matching beliefs that will
have you know you are totally
worthy of all your heart desires!
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Surround yourself with people
that see you as the biggest
possible version of yourself. Let
go of relationships that no longer
serve you! The people in your life
ought to be your biggest fans, and
you theirs! Partner with people in
the pursuit of your dreams, don’t
go it alone!
Run, don’t walk towards
those causes that light your soul
on fire. It is never too late to
create a life you love based on
your own measures for success
and happiness. Take one action
a day that moves you closer to
your goals!
Amber Howard is a leading
expert in strategic business development who is highly trained
as a management consultant,
coach, and facilitator. Born in
New Zealand with work experience all over North America, she
continues to look for opportunities that elevate her impact in
the world. Amber’s commitment
is that all people live fully created lives, and are never stuck!
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5 Steps To Breaking Your
Own Glass Ceilings
by Izdihar Jamil
More information about Izdihar: https://www.izdiharjamil.com
Have you ever wanted to do
something but then something
stops you? It’s like you’re saying
“YES” and then pulled back.
It happened to me multiple
times and it truly stops me from
achieving my dreams.
I remembered when I was
presented with the opportunity
to be on Forbes, I said “Forbes
doesn’t want me, Forbes want
someone like you!”. It’s my own
insecurity and self limiting beliefs that’s showing up.
However it was the moment
when I said “I’m the PRIZE” and
allowed myself to be supported to hit my goals, that was
when the magic happens. Within weeks of owning my own
strengths, I had a full feature on
Forbes-RESULTS!

“You’re
the PRIZE,
everyday, all
day!” ~
Dr Izdihar Jamil
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Here’s 5 ways that you can
break your own glass ceilings
and self-limiting beliefs to help
you hit your goals faster than
you thought possible:
#1- Prayer. I would pray
and literally put my head on the
ground and ask God to dissolve
any self-limitings believe that I
have. Then I would ask God to
grant me my dream if it’s good
for me and to protect me if it’s
bad for me.
#2- Visualisation. I would visualize my dream in my heads
so vividly. I can see the colours,
movements and even hear the
sounds. I would bring my future
dream to now and feel as if it
has already happened. In my
mind, It Is Done!
#3- Declaration. I have several positive affirmations that I
declare to override the self-limiting beliefs. My top 3 favorites
are 1) “I am the PRIZE!” 2) “I am
the QUEEN in my QUEENDOM”
and 3) “Yes I Can! And so It Is
Done!”.
#4- Team. I have a team of
highly skilled people and people
who I trust to help make my
dreams come true. I love tapping into other people’s genius
in accelerating my results. Most
of the time, the right people will
show up when you’re ready to
up-level
#5- Action. Actions produce
results. Action is the bridge
between the inner world and
your reality. I take one step or
one action a day to help me
move forward towards my goal.
It doesn’t have to be a big action. What matters is the movement to create the momentum
versus getting stuck.

So darlings, what’s your one
positive mantra or one action
that you’re going to take today?

To reach the top of the
mountain starts from the
first step.

Dr Izdihar Jamil, Ph.D. is a
media expert and an 8x #1 International Bestselling Author.
She was featured on Forbes, Fox
TV, NBC, CBS, ABC, CW, Thrive
Global and hundreds of media
and publications. She is also an
upcoming TEDx presenter with
her idea of the new normal of
dealing with social adversity.
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Blossom to Your Highest
Self, Confident,
Powerful- Beautiful
Julienne Waters

www.divinelyblossom.com
There is a revolution. Women
all over the world are emerging
to claim their brilliance, Thus
co-creating a new paradigm.
We watch as women step up as
powerful creators, influencers,
and change makers. If you are
feeling called to a larger life, yet
even as a conscious woman,
you still feel frustrated or stuck,
and you yearn to feel radiant
and alive! Here are four ways
you can expand into the highest
version of yourself.

1: LET GO OF CONTROL

You were never in control
anyway. Control is based on
fear of the presumed outcome.
Letting go is an act of trust that
there is a divine plan and no
mistakes. Control is fear based,
masculine and outer driven.
Our feminine power moves
with our inner flow. Trust in
your own process.

#2: FEEL YOUR DEEPEST
DESIRES

Go inside and remind
yourself what your deepest
desires are, these are the
stored seeds of your highest
dreams, your highest potential.
Reacquaint yourself with these
knowings and love them. The
time may not be quite right to
grow them, but you are giving
them energy and they are
giving you energy to thrive! Get
ready for them to manifest!

#3 EXAMINE AND CHANGE
YOUR PERCEPTION

Our entire view is based on
perception. Our minds distort,
delete, judge, and embellish to
hold on to our story. What if
your story became about being
inspirational and unstoppable?
What mindsets hold you back?
Weed them out! Nourish
yourself with beliefs and
thoughts that support you.

#4: CULTIVATE
SUPPORTIVE CONNECTION

The truth is, we thrive on
energy, the entire universe is
exuding energy as one force.
We need each other to thrive.
We are together, and always
have been. Join forces with
others as power partners that
share your desires. Develop
self love and appreciation.
Expand your capacity to
generate support. Love each
other and care for each other.
Feel gratitude, and watch as
your vibration elevates and
your dreams manifest.

We are the possible
We are the miraculous,
the true wonder of this
world
--Maya Angelou
Julienne Waters is a life-transformation coach. She has helped
thousands of women over four
decades to feel confident and
alive. She helps them envision
their life in their highest state and
brings out their courage to live
it confidently and feel beautiful
every single day.

20
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3 STEPS TO CASH FLOW MASTERY:

How To Spend The Money YOU
Already Have to Attract
MORE Money
by Gull Khan

http://www.abundancemindsetmakeover.com/
Follow this strategy religiously for the next 3 months, and be
amazed at the increased financial
abundance that flows in your direction sometimes unexpectedly.
Gull Khan is an International
Best-Selling Author of the book,
Laws of Money, International
speaker, Podcaster, a Barrister,
an Attorney, a Solicitor, an Intuitive Life Coach, an EFT expert, an
Energy healer, a Money Mindset
expert, and a Mother.
Step 1.
Open 5 bank accounts.( you
can use boxes, jars or evenvelops too).
Step 2.
Label each account as per
instructions below.
Step 3.
Every week/month (depending
on when and how you receive
income /salary), religiously
transfer money into these
accounts BEFORE you spend
money on anything.

HOW MUCH TO TRANSFER
TO EACH ACCOUNT?
1.Living paycheck to paycheck Transfer 1-2 % into each account.
This will leave you 95% of your income/salary/benefit for your normal
living expenses.
2. Struggling but Coping - Transfer
3-5% into each account.
This will leave you with 85% (if you
chose 3%) or 75% (if you chose to
transfer 5%) of your income/salary
for your normal living expenses.
3. Comfortable but not Wealthy Transfer 6-10% into each account.
This will leave you 70% (if you chose
6%) or 50% (if you chose to transfer
10%) of your income/salary for your
normal living expenses.
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5 SEPARATE BANK
ACCOUNTS
1. ACCOUNT FOR [YOUR NAME]
MONEY
This money is only for you. You
do not spend it, you do not give
it. You can save it, and when the
amount is large enough, invest
where the risk is low.
2. ACCOUNT FOR FUN MONEY
The money from this account is
purely for fun. Things that make
you feel rich, pampered and
spoiled. IT MUST NOT be used
for everyday bills or everyday
expenses.
3. ACCOUNT FOR LARGE PURCHASES
The money from this account is
designated only for large purchases, ones that you would normally
use a credit card to buy.
4. ACCOUNT FOR CHARITY
The money from this account can
only be used to help a charity, or
a cause or a person that you have
decided to support.
5. ACCOUNT FOR DEBT/
INVESTMENT
The money from this account
is split between paying off all
your credit cards and the other
half for investments.
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The Secret of Forgiveness
for Your Fulfilling Life
and Business
by GABY PUMA
Website: www.gabypuma.com

I am Gaby Puma, an Andean
Shaman and Transformation
Coach, who loves helping women
entrepreneurs and visionary
leaders reignite their own sense
of power and purpose.
Being a thriving indigenous
woman
came
with
a
price. My history includes
intergenerational trauma, racial
inequality, discrimination, and
levels of personal and social
abuse. All of these experiences
stacked tremendous amounts
of resentment and anger in my
system for far too long. Then, it
started manifesting in my body
as an autoimmune dysfunction.
A spiritual and self-realization
experience woke me to look
deeper into life. Like a pristine
quench to my soul, it was time
to reactivate my forgiving heart
and compassionate eyes to
see, feel, and move past the
painful mayhem of my past. This
liberated my truth; my sense of
power and fulfillment.

24
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It is a true joy to be serving
high-level visionary leader clients.
Regardless of their backgrounds,
their stories are no different from
mine. It is humbling to know that
once we live in the freedom of
forgiveness and truth, instead
of judgement and falsehood, we
shift from being the victim to the
creator of our lives.

A spiritual and
self-realization
experience woke
me to look deeper
into life.

Here are actionable
tips you can start
implementing now:
Acknowledgement:
It can be hard to open yourself to
exactly what is happening deep
inside of you. To understand
all the resentment and anger
you have been carrying. What
if all this pain is asking of
you is to be with it, sit with it,
witness it, presence it, FEEL it,
acknowledge it? Start giving
love to these parts of yourself
to listen for and receive its gifts
and wisdom.
Acceptance:
Once you have acknowledged
the parts of yourself that
were in pain, sense the
deeper connection to yourself.
Integrate, embrace, and accept
every part of yourself lovingly
and fully.
Awareness:
Feeling more in tune with
your body, mind, and spirit,
you become more aware in
the present moment, rather
than saddened by the past or
worried for the future. You feel
resourceful and empowered,
responding to life from the
present moment.

Step by step practice to
forgiveness:
Practice forgiveness on a
daily basis towards the end
of your day.
Find a comfortable, silent
space to sit or lay down
peacefully.
Set your intention.
Take a couple deep breaths
in and out through the nose
for one minute.
When ready, inhale deeply
through your nose.
On your exhale, say one
thing out loud you are
forgiving yourself for.
Repeat the process until you
feel complete.
Rest for another minute.
Close your practice and
journal.
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The Key
Ingredients That
Create Formidable
Female Founders
by Bianca Barrat

https://www.biancabarratt.com
As a Senior Contributor
to Forbes Women, I’ve had
the privilege to interview
female founders from myriad
backgrounds with a variety of
expertise and am often asked if
I can tell who will go far. Though
I don’t profess to hold a crystal
ball, and no journey to success
is the same, I have found
that there are certain traits
that distinguish those who
thrive from those who don’t.

Bianca Barratt - a
Senior Contributor to
Forbes Women - shares
her insights on the traits
the most impressive
female founders have in
common.

Rather than having a good
‘business head’, being excellent
with finances or having a knack
for how to broker a deal or
leverage investment - things
that can be learnt by many what sets the successful, the
inspirational, the formidable
apart from the rest is a handful
of qualities. A handful of
‘ingredients’, if you will.

Here’s what I believe
them to be:
EMPATHY
Empathy has, for a long time,
been negatively viewed as a
quality only held by the weak
but being able to put yourself
in the shoes of someone else is
vital in business. It allows them
to connect with their employees
and customers and visualise
situations from another point of
view. It’s one of the highest forms
of emotional intelligence.
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A COMMITMENT
TO GROWTH
The most inspiring female
founders are humble enough
to realise that they don’t know
everything and that, regardless
of how much expertise or years
of experience they have, there
is still always an opportunity to
learn. These founders go far
because they do not rest on
their laurels - they keep working
and keep taking risks and so are
continually developing their self
awareness which, in turn, makes
them a better leader.

THE ABILITY TO
DELEGATE

The greatest founders I’ve met
have all been great at delegating
- passing along opportunities
and tasks to others in their team
who can either learn from the
experience or actually do a better
job. This shows a generosity
of spirit and commitment to
true leadership that not many
possess. It shows that they trust
others to help them and allows
them more space and time to
work on the business rather than
in it - something that’s necessary
to help it grow.

INTEGRITY
Honesty sits at the heart
of every successful founder’s
style. Without it, there is no trust
- with employees or customers
- and without trust, there is
no business. Communicating
honestly
helps
founders
overcome challenges, makes it
easy for people to connect with
them and helps them become
more trustworthy. After all,
people buy into people and a
founder who can be honest even when times are hard- is
truly inspiring.

PERSEVERANCE
Most female founders can
recall at least one story of a
door being closed on them; of
being told ‘no’ or that their idea
wasn’t good enough. The key
trait that all successful female
founders have in common is
that they went through these
challenges and they didn’t give
up. The road up the mountain is
long but no matter how tough
the journey, it’s only those who
keep going that get to enjoy the
view from the top.
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Pandemic Fatigue?
Here Are My Secrets to Thrive!
by Jessica Fox
Jessica Fox, Author, Speaker, Master Transformational Coach, Arkansas USA

We stepped into 2021 with
bated optimism that the worst
of the pandemic was behind
us, only to be sprinting into
2022 with Delta numbers rising.
Every day we face new infection
rate statistics while social media
has become a hotbed of false,
conflicting information and we
are tired. Tired of the news,
tired of the restrictions, tired
of the drama and it has started
affecting us in every way. Many
of us are now experiencing
a type of burnout that many
experts are calling “pandemic”
or
“COVID-19
fatigue.”

“We’re at home and we’re
stressed and the impact of that
is to develop a sort of mental
and emotional lethargy,” says
Margaret Wehrenberg, a clinical
psychologist and author of
Pandemic Anxiety: Fear, Stress,
and Loss in Traumatic Times.
And yet, I know that you want
to be able to come through this
pandemic a better and stronger
woman. This is why I am sharing
a couple of secrets I learned
that helped me recover from
burnout and thrive during this
pandemic.

We get to choose
our response to our
circumstances, so
choose to thrive.
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Secret 1 - Focus on One Thing
Instead of letting the laundry list
of responsibilities overwhelm
you, focus the energy you do
have on to prioritize ONE THING
in each realm of your life. Create
one priority for business, for
family, for your personal care,
etc. When you complete your
priority it’s a success for today so celebrate!
Secret 2 - Find Something to Be
Grateful For
I recommend using a journal
or recording device and at the
end of each day, creating a list
of things, big or small, that you
are thankful for. What we focus
on grows and gratitude has
the powerful ability to help us
change our perspective.
Secret 3 - Seek Professional
Support if Needed
I will not minimize the fact that
sometimes, the overwhelm,
fatigue, and burnout we face is
more than we can handle. For
some, seeking out a trained
professional is exactly the
support needed to successfully
become a better and stronger
person.
Taking back responsibility for
our own happiness and thriving
is possible because thriving
begins with the decisions we
make about ourselves and our
willingness to take small actions
and steps, every day with
gratitude and support.
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The Three Secrets
to Rock Your
TEDx Talk
by Michelle Mehta
www.michellemehta.com

The TEDx talk is all about
sharing your unique idea. The
organizers are more concerned
about your idea than they are
about who you are and what
you do. Here are the 3 secrets
to help you deliver your idea
successfully during the audition
process with the organizers.
Secret #1: Is your Idea Worth
Sharing?
When you are given the opportunity to share your unique
idea, the organizers will want
you have a fresh perspective
presented to them. The first key
is to find out what’s different
about your idea when identifying or listening to talks. Search
on ted.com and the TEDx YouTube Channel for keywords
that are pertaining to your talk.
The goal is to find as many talks
as possible that you can based
on the topic that you want to
present.

Secret #2: Listen to the
Content
When you start watching the
talks, you want to be mindful
in how you are listening. Focus
your attention on the words
the speakers are using, and the
concepts they are presenting.
During the research of your
talk, it is not necessary to focus on the clothes the presenters are wearing or the tonality
of their voices. You want to be
paying attention to the exact
words that are being spoken to
help you understand and differentiate if your idea is unique
enough or not. Put your focus
on the message and not the
aesthetics.

Using these tips
will guide you in
creating the best
TEDx audition
and performance.

Secret #3: Practice
The goal is to practice your
speech and feel confident
about it. The best way to do
that is to face the camera and
start sharing your thoughts and
feelings about subjects you are
passionate about. Use social
media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, or TikTok videos to help you be confident on
camera. Practice in front of the
mirror, using facial expressions
and various hand gestures. Use
your entire body as a tool to
perform your speech.
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Michelle Mehta is a TEDx
Speaker, TEDx Coach, and
International Best-Selling
Author. Yahoo Finance
named her “Top 11 Female
Coaches to Follow in 2021.”
Michelle speaks to teens and
women all over the country
about overcoming peer pressure, bullying, and low selfworth by increasing their confidence to live a life they fully
love and admire themselves
every single day.
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3 SECRETS TO SCRIPT
OUT YOUR BEST LIFE
by Monica Ward

https://www.monicawardhealer.com/

Did you ever see someone and
wonder how success comes so
easily to them? It’s not always
easy, but it is simple. It starts
with knowing what you want.
Here are three secrets successful people use to script out
their best life!
Secret #1. Sit Quietly with
Pen and Paper in Hand
Take your time and think about
what you want in all areas of
life. Health, business, family,
relationships. Don’t hold back.
Leave your prejudices and beliefs behind… this is your BEST
life. Think about what your life
could look like if money and security weren’t an issue. Ignore
the present results, ignore the
images from the senses. Your
spiritual DNA is perfect. You
are stepping into that goal and
growing into who you are supposed to become.

Secret #2. Use Present Tense
and Positive Language
Write your script in present
tense, in positive words, using
visual language. Your movie
should have a lot of emotion.
The language of the subconscious mind is emotion, and we
need to get emotionally connected with our goal and see
it as now. Use very clear language. Do six months down the
road, one year, two years, five
years.
Secret #3. Read it Daily and
Adjust as You Watch Your
Life Change
You must read it daily. When
it’s written, you have your character with goals achieved, and
you see your life script viewing
as a movie with future memories in there, things that have
happened once your goal has
been achieved. Read it, write
it, listen to it, say it to yourself
in the mirror. Reprogram your
paradigm. Add details as you
want to. Be open to adding
whenever you want to. Be happy and feel GOOD when you
read it. At the end, give gratitude and thanks!

Remember: Write in Present
Tense using Positive Language.
“I am so happy and grateful
now that…”
The Biggest Action Step: Daydream! Allow yourself to get
carried away and you will see
magical things happen.

“I become empty so
that I can become full.
In the emptiness of
letting go, I am an
open vessel for
whatever is present for
me.” - Monica Ward
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Monica is a natural-born Energy Healer, Sensei-level Reiki
Master, and Certified Medical Intuitive who has used these
skills to become an inspirational Sales Leader and Leader in
the Personal Development
Industry.
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Three Steps to
Positive Parenting
by Natalie Tellish
consciousparentcoaching.con

Parents all over the world
are struggling to be patient
with their children. As society
tells us to constantly move faster and achieve more --- what
our children truly need is for
us to slow down and tune into
ourselves and tune into them.

Natalie Tellish is a certified
conscious parenting coach and
co-author Ambitious Women
Rise. She has studied, practiced, and taught conscious
parenting strategies for more
than a decade.

Awareness. Simply being aware that life is hard
isn’t enough--- awareness of
your power in each of life’s
moments. You have the power to alter the way interactions
within your home happen.
Don’t expect to get it perfectly
right away. Don’t even try to
change the interactions at first.
Begin by reflecting on each day
with curiosity. When you’re
thinking about the blow-ups
that happened, ask, “What was
going on under the surface of
my child’s behavior when they
did that thing that made me
mad?” Then, decide what could
have been done differently and
you can begin implementing
those ideas when similar situations come up later.

We can only treat
others as lovingly as
we treat ourselves

Imperfection.
Our
kids
don’t
want
perfect
parents. Our kids need to
see us mess up so that they
know it’s ok for them to
mess up! If we are putting
expectations of perfection
onto ourselves, we are also
putting that onto our kids.
The constant tension of feeling like every mistake is
horrendous makes our home
and relationships feel like we
are all walking around a landmine, anticipating the next
explosion.
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Compassion. When we were kids, we were told to stop crying
or we’d be given something to cry about. Seemingly no one cared
about what we were experiencing. We internalized that and in
the present day, we walk around believing we shouldn’t be feeling our feelings. We can’t stop our emotions. When we frantically
try to bottle our feelings up--- they stay there, stuck. It’s in those
moments that we respond to our kids and partners with anger
and rage. But when we slow down and acknowledge our feelings,
tell them that we understand and that it’s going to be ok, we allow
that storm to pass. Only then can we respond to what is happening around us with patience and gentleness.
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How The Outdoors Will
Benefit You In Every Aspect
of Your Life
by Sara Ruda

https://saramruda.com
It is easy to get lost in the chaos
of our tech heavy lives, always
on our phones with the TV on
and laptop open. We unexpectedly find ourselves in a rut
where we are constantly staring at a screen when there is a
whole outdoor environment to
explore.
There are unlimited Benefits to
spending time outdoors but I
will give you 3…for now.
RECHARGE!
The outdoors is the perfect
chance to get away from technology and completely unplug!
I think of it the same way as
when our computer freezes up.
We need to give it a break so
it can restart and be ready to
work again. When you take the
time to turn off your electronics it helps your body to reset to
their normal circadian rhythm
which in turn helps you sleep
better and feel more rested to
better conquer your busy day!

Build Your Self-Confidence!
Taking the time to explore the
outdoors and being in an unfamiliar place can trigger a rush
of adrenaline and give you this
feeling of excitement that cannot be replicated. Hiking new
short trails to a water fall or
finding a historical marker can
be a new goal accomplished
that will raise your self-confidence and be praise worthy.
Appreciate the Little Things!
When we get lost in the chaos
of our daily lives, things start to
blur together. Getting outdoors
gives you the chance to slow
down and appreciate the fine
details that make up everything
in our surroundings. Taking
the time to look at something
as common as the leaves of a
tree can make you realize how
much detail actually
surrounds us.

Taking the time to be outdoors
is one of the most beneficial
things you can do for your mental and physical health. It will
help to reenergize you, build
your self-confidence and help
you find a new appreciation for
little details that surround you.
My Challenge To You!
Take the time every week to
find an outdoor area to detach
from technology.

“Taking time for
yourself gives your
energy to help
others”
Sara M Ruda
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Sara M Ruda is a #1
International Bestselling
Author of Ambitious Women
Rise, A Motivational Speaker
and Coach who specializes in
building your self-confidence
through experiencing the
outdoors.
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Finding Joy in the
Journey - Motherhood
and Life
by Vandee Flake
www.VandeeFlake.com

During my life, I have suffered
with extreme apathy and mild
depression, which was usually
brought on by my own busyness, comparison, overwhelm,
and exhaustion. On my journey to find happiness each day,
I began to read books, listen to
podcasts, and most importantly, I began taking action. Each
morning, I make a decision to
find three things that bring me
joy in Mind-Body-Heart.

JOY IN THE MIND STARTS
WITH GRATITUDE
Being grateful is the single focus that can build happiness.
We cannot appreciate abundance until we are grateful for
what we already have. Be very
specific in what you are grateful
for and why you appreciate it at
this moment.

WHY JOY IN THE JOURNEY?
I have found that most people
feel that they must wait until
they reach a particular destination or achieve a specific goal
to be happy, instead of looking
for joy each day along the way.
Joy is finding happiness or pleasure in the small details even
when things are not perfect.
Waiting until everything is perfect to be happy will end with a
wasted life.

JOY IN OUR BODY STARTS
WITH MOVEMENT
Our emotions are connected
to motion. Dancing, walking,
and being outside are all mood
boosters. However, we must
also take care of our bodies.
When we are tired, hungry, or
in pain, we are unable to focus on anything else. Love for
yourself is demonstrated when
you take care of your body and
that brings great joy!

Is this a perfect fix? No. There
are still days I’d rather curl up
and hide than show up and
shine, but these three tips have
helped me find more sunshine
and joy in each day!

Vandee’s Advice for finding Joy:
Mind-Body-Heart

JOY IN OUR HEARTS STARTS
WITH CONNECTION
Human beings are wired to
connect with others one on
one. Being fully present in conversations is one tip to connect
at a deeper level. In the crazy
world, where busyness is equal
to worthiness, we need to say
“Stop!” and schedule time to
truly connect. Time with those
we care about and those that
inspire us will bring a measure
of joy!
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“Joy in the Journey is a
decision to look for little things to bring us
happiness each day!”

Vandee Flake is a
#1 best selling author,
mom, and entrepreneur.
She helps tired, lonely moms sleep better,
have more energy and
connect with their tribe
to shine. Vandee loves
to garden, raise chickens, and spend time
with her kids. JoyfulFlakes.com is her podcast
on finding Joy each day.
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5 Proven Steps to Manage
Stress Easily
Dr. Veronica Joseph
www.awesomehealing.com

The rising Delta Variant cases,
adverse effects of catastrophes,
and other disruptions cause
high stress levels to women
juggling work and family life.
Stress is a part of life.
Therefore, it is essential to
know your stressors and their
effects so you can handle them.
The body can handle
short-term stress. While the
impact of long-term chronic
stress can affect your organs,
cognitive function, and
emotions.
Stress symptoms can be mild,
such as falling hair, anger, and
forgetfulness. However, it can
be severe, like abdominal pain,
fatigue, and insomnia. Some
people can cope with stress
easily, while others feel
overwhelmed when under a lot
of pressure.

How could you balance work
and family to enjoy your life?
You can reduce your
stressor and increase your
ability to handle it. Following
these easy tips can lead to a
productive and harmonious
life:
Manage your time. Prioritize
your daily work and break big
projects into smaller chunks.
Delegate simple tasks.
Exercise moderately to
improve the quality of sleep
and generate happy hormones.
Meditate regularly to promote
relaxation, such as practicing
Tai Chi Chih®.
Do self-care as a priority. Treat
yourself with a massage or acupuncture. Take a break, vacation, or simply spend time with
nature, like going to the beach,
park, or hiking trail.
Cultivate healthy habits. Drink
6-8 glasses of water. Sleep at
least 7- 8 hrs. Eat more
organic fruits and vegetables to
help calm you.

Stress can be a catalyst. It can
help you accomplish your goals
and advance your success. Or
it can drag you down, leaving
you burned out, unmotivated,
and even depressed. So first,
choose which direction you
want to go. Next, have a
positive mindset that anything
is achievable with willingness
and determination. Then,
apply the above mentioned
techniques to manage stress
and perceive it as an
accelerator to expedite your
growth and live your best life.
Key Action
Practice gratitude daily before
bedtime.

“Breathe and
let go, smile and
laugh, and have a
positive outlook in
life. These are the
secrets to having
a peaceful and
balanced life.”
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Dr. Veronica Joseph
is a Doctor of Oriental
Medicine, Licensed
Acupuncturist, and
author of
#1 International
Best-Selling Book,
“Unlocking Your
Super Life: A Guide to
a Healthier and
Happier You!”
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“Want to be part of the
next edition of Spotlight
Magazine? “
Email the Editor at
hello@izdiharjamil.com

Happy New Year
From Spotlight!

Want to be the #1 Authority? Reach out and
we’ll create your Perfect Authority Plan for
FREE. www.izdiharjamil.com |
hello@izdiharjamil.com.

